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Need to know more about coronavirus in New York? Sign up for THE
CITY’s daily morning newsletter.

Reports popping up all over the internet — lengthy Facebook threads, frustrated tweets, and
heartbreaking Instagram stories — point to a wave of anti-Asian sentiment, unleashed by the
coronavirus pandemic, in the city and beyond.

Meanwhile, local Asian-American community advocates say official tallies aren’t capturing
the magnitude of what’s happening, prompting groups and individuals to begin collecting
complaints themselves.

“We’ve been suffering from business slowdowns, from bias crimes and hate crimes and yet
[City Hall] is still working on a plan,” said Jo-Ann Yoo, executive director of the Asian-
American Federation. “All of this was happening in January. Here we are in mid-April and
they’re still working on a plan.”

The City Commission on Human Rights (CCHR), which enforces human rights law in the
city, on Sunday announced it was just launching a special task force to deal with the rise of

Police patrol Chinatown during the coronavirus outbreak on April 20, 2020. Photo: Ben Fractenberg/THE CITY

https://bit.ly/newsletter-cv
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anti-Asian incidents.

“While this task force is welcome news, we still believe the city needs to do more to
meaningfully address the uptick in and prevention of these incidents,” said Joo Han, deputy
executive director of the federation, in a statement.

The city Commission on Human Rights, which also investigates employment and housing
discrimination, says it has teamed with other agencies, Asian community organizations and
politicians to coordinate a dozen COVID-19 public education events since February.

Five of them took place before the state’s PAUSE began, and five were in Mandarin or
included interpretation services, officials added.

Since the start of the year, nearly 250 bias incident complaints have been reported to the
commision, officials said. Of these, 105, or 42%, were directed at Asian-Americans.The CCHR
is investigating 18 of these reports, and have resolved nine cases. The commission did not
provide numbers for previous years for comparison.

Han said the AAF and its partners are hoping to work with city officials to reach out to Asians
in New York to “educate them about their rights and safety measures available to them, and
create a process that encourages reporting without putting the individuals at risk or creating
more over-policing of communities of color.”

Unreliable Statistics

Recently released NYPD statistics only included one recorded report of a hate crime directed
toward Asians this year through April 12 — down from three during the same period in 2019.

Police created a new hate crime category called “Other Corona,” which has logged 11
incidents. All of those attacks targeted Asian people, the Wall Street Journal reported. Put
another way, reported attacks against Asians were actually up 300%, not down 67%.

Hate crimes only include criminal acts spurred by bias — not all racist incidents, like hurling
slurs. According to the police department’s guidelines, a hate crime is motivated because of
the identification of the victim, which could include their race, ethnicity or religion.

And even 11 seems extremely low to advocates and politicians like Assemblymember Yuh-
Line Niou (D-Manhattan), who reports a huge increase in people contacting her office about
racist verbal and physical assaults.

The incidents began in January, just as news of the coronavirus spreading in Asia ramped up,
she said. Now, it’s an everyday thing.

https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/6843376/Citywide-Statistical-Summary-as-of-4-12-2020.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-city-sees-surge-in-coronavirus-hate-crimes-against-asians-11585828800
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/nypd/services/law-enforcement/hate-crimes.page
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After Niou, the only Asian woman in the state legislature, appeared on a segment of PBS’
MetroFocus discussing the issue in late March, victims flooded her inbox and phone.

“Every time that they air it, I get at least — I’m not even kidding — at least 20 to 40 emails, 10
or 12 texts, if they know me. People who follow my Twitter account DM [direct message] me
… reaching out to me telling me what happened to them,” she said.

“There’s two viruses going around, two epidemics. One is the virus itself, COVID-19. The
other one is xenophobia and racism,” she added.

The state attorney general’s office, through its new hate crimes hotline, is also seeing an
influx of calls complaining of hate crimes or bias incidents.

“Although it is difficult to draw any major conclusions about the prevalence of bias in the
state given the recency of the hotline, the majority of the complaints received are instances of
anti-Asian verbal taunts in New York City,” a spokesperson at the attorney general’s office
said.

Asian American Federation
@AAFederation

An Asian woman had acid thrown on her.
A two-year-old Asian baby was stabbed.

These are only 2 of the 100s of anti-Asian hate crimes during 
#COVID19. If you've seen or experienced one report it here: 
buff.ly/2Xyps5c#NoAAPIHate #STOPAAPIHATE

17 12:30 PM - Apr 20, 2020

23 people are talking about this

https://www.thirteen.org/metrofocus/2020/03/exploring-hate-potential-surge-in-hate-crimes-against-asian-americans/
https://ag.ny.gov/press-release/2020/ag-james-launches-hotline-combat-coronavirus-hate-crimes-and-xenophobic-rhetoric
https://twitter.com/AAFederation
https://twitter.com/AAFederation
https://twitter.com/AAFederation/status/1252288457176735744
https://twitter.com/hashtag/COVID19?src=hash
https://t.co/eQ1fveog1z
https://twitter.com/hashtag/NoAAPIHate?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/STOPAAPIHATE?src=hash
https://twitter.com/intent/like?tweet_id=1252288457176735744
https://twitter.com/AAFederation/status/1252288457176735744
https://support.twitter.com/articles/20175256
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‘Pretty Horrific’

Questions over accounting of hate incidents has led some groups to take the task into their
own hands.

“We’re on edge,” said Jan Lee, Chinatown resident and co-founder of Neighbors United
Below Canal. “I tell my family members to not go outside alone. Even my partner and I only
go out in the daytime.”

He monitors incidents reported through a Facebook group called Crimes Against Asians,
created by the English-language Asian media site NextShark.

“It is just a constant scroll every day of new stories. And a lot of it is backed up by video
evidence, so you can’t say that people are making it up,” he said. “It’s actually pretty horrific.”

Not all of these incidents are reported to police, community members said. And even when a
report is made with police, some who spoke with THE CITY said, sometimes there’s little or
no action taken.

In one case noted by the group, a young Asian-American family reported being harassed in
late March by a white homeless woman on a Midtown street covered by the 17th Precinct.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/crimesagainstasians/
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The woman allegedly approached their toddler shouting racial slurs, including the n-word.
The child’s mother, who spoke to THE CITY on the condition of anonymity, said she called
police right after the incident. She said she took a picture of the woman and preserved her
building’s recording of the altercation.

But she said when two police officers heard the description of the woman, they told the family
they were familiar with her — and that she could not be committed to a hospital for mental
health reasons because she knew her name and birthday.

“They asked me whether she had lunged at us with a closed or open fist,” the woman said,
“and asked if my husband was black.”

The mother asked for a report number but the officers declined, saying an investigator would
follow up with the family, she recalled. She missed a call from the NYPD investigator on the
day of the incident and called back for the next five days, but could not reach anyone with
information about her case, she said.

A friend of the woman connected her to the CCHR, but she was unsure whether a civil
complaint was the right step.

“I’m not trying to sue her for money,” she said. “I just want her to not kill my child.”

Three weeks after the incident, she said she received a call from the precinct’s captain, who
notified her that the investigation had been closed.

“You really are just saying, ‘Let’s wait till the next time when my daughter is alone, or with
my elderly nanny and then my daughter really does get attacked,” she said. “You are basically
saying, like, ‘Talk to me when you are dead, when your daughter is dead.’”

The city’s Human Rights Commission confirmed the woman did not file a case with the
agency.

The NYPD did not respond to a request for comment.

Making the Case

s stand guard outside the fifth precinct in Chinatown, April 20, 2020. Photo: Ben Fractenberg/THE CITY
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The Asian-American Federation has created a survey to track incidents and to connect
victims of hate with needed support.

“For some reason, hate crimes against Asian American community and the potential of that
wasn’t taken seriously,” said Yoo.

Groups are collaborating to document complaints of bias, too, like the Anti-Semitism
Accountability Project, or ASAP, which has teamed with the America China Public Affairs
Institute to create its own bias incident reporting tool.

The idea for the project, launched on April 15, is to encourage people to report seemingly
minor racist acts, said Fred Teng, president of ACPAI, a nonpartisan nonprofit dedicated to
fostering U.S.-China relations.

“The issue is sometimes, by itself, it might not seem like a major crime that you can prosecute
someone for — someone spits on your face, or just trips you over, or something like that,” he

n Chinatown were still operating during the coronavirus epidemic, April 20, 2020. Photo: Ben Fractenberg/THE CITY

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdhNp8bfzuJUv_U1QUj_I53YEIwQ69XMC4CyMfbOkKtgmRBWQ/viewform
https://www.americachina.us/
http://asaproject.com/report-online-hate/
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said. “However, if we start to document that and to show there is a trend, there is an effort
across a spectrum, I think that we can make a case and we can have our lawmakers and
others pay more attention to it.”

Often, he added, victims are reluctant to report being attacked.

“Many of the people, they get punched on the subway — just one punch, they didn’t get hurt
or anything — they just go home! They don’t report it!” Teng said.

‘Happening Everywhere’

That thinking also motivated Boram Lee and Ja Young Choi, doctoral students at Harvard, to
create a crowdsourced map of racist incidents.

“At first, because Boram and I are based in Boston, we were getting most of our submissions
from the Boston area,” said Choi. “Then somebody from New York City contacted us, and
they wanted us to make a map for their city. So at first we separated the two maps, and we
made one for Boston, and one for New York City. But then we started to realize that this was
not confined to certain cities.

“It’s happening everywhere.”

The endeavor is expanding to include racist incidents all over the U.S. The pair recently
teamed with Kenneth Tam, an artist, whose “WE ARE NOT COVID” project has documented
anti-Asian hate and bias from the East Village to Ecuador.

“A lot of things that are on the document I feel like are super subtle, just these really quick
offenses that again, if taken individually, someone could easily overlook it or try to minimize
it,” said Tam, who lives in Bedford-Stuyvesant.

“But placed in context with all these other incidents you realize this is a really intense
phenomena that’s going on,” he added. “What you experienced is not an anomaly but part of
a much larger, dangerous trend.”

Those documenting hate hope their tools will spur those who might not have reported an
incident, fearing it too minor, to come forward.

“Just because it’s not physical violence or just because you don’t feel this is serious enough to
bring to the police doesn’t mean that this is a trivial matter,” said Choi. “It is scary, and it
shouldn’t be happening to Asians and Asian-Americans — or any race for that matter.”

Want to republish this story? See our republication guidelines.

https://forms.gle/hbyyUSAVBmGBAco38
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?fbclid=IwAR3Jucfry73FvcmF39LuwamTRehaMCngECF4eulcm3I4CypgbuNhihgBjjo&mid=14Go3sJLAqhyJuMeo-OESF5ihFZxyPxcY&ll=40.79621125966675%2C-73.92586030000001&z=12
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1J__LXydwifaPR6kSxS5lnOcHVytLMe8NMczekKQegg4/edit#gid=0
https://thecity.nyc/about/republish-our-work.html
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What You Need to Know if You’re an Essential Worker in NYC
THE CITY has heard from hundreds of essential workers. We’ve answered some of the most common questions we’ve
received from the front lines.

J O B S  7 : 4 3  P M
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State Asking CUNY Staff for Help Handling Unemployment Applications
Department of Labor staffers are so busy that Albany is recruiting City University of New York employees and other
civil servants to pitch in.

N E WS  M E E T I N G  6 : 4 9  P M
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The Open Newsroom Is Back — Virtually. We’ve Got a Lot to Talk About…
Join THE CITY for a Zoom-powered discussion about coronavirus on Thursday, April 30, at 6 p.m. ET. Help us make
local news more collaborative.

C O N ST R U CT IO N  6 : 17  P M

https://thecity.nyc/2020/04/virtual-open-newsroom-zooms-in-for-your-covid-19-questions.html
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City Grants Work Permits for Embattled 200 Amsterdam Ave. Tower
Crews return to controversial Upper West Side site as developers say wind threatens the unfinished building and
officials OK “emergency work.”

I S O L AT IO N  H OT E L S  A P R .  2 3 ,  2 0 2 0
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De Blasio Vows Medical Help for ‘Isolation Hotels’ After Deaths
City plans more “clinic staffing” following the demise of several people believed to be suffering from “mild” cases of
COVID-19.
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Counting the Ways New York is Getting Creative With Promoting the Census
With the in-person approach no longer viable, outreach efforts are being re-aimed to inspire participation through
unexpected tactics.
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New Yorkers’ Coronavirus Questions, Answered by THE CITY
Do I have to pay rent? Are homemade masks helpful? What’s up with the federal stimulus? We tackle readers’
questions on getting through the pandemic.
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Nursing Home Watchdogs Scarce at NYC Facilities As Hundreds Die Within
Ombudsmen barred from buildings, while federal inspection records show no COVID visits to state facilities between
March 27 and April 3.
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New Exceptions in Construction Shutdown Keep Thousands of NYC Sites Open
Permitted “essential” projects — including hotels, a Queens Target and apartment renovations — go on despite Gov.
Cuomo’s March order to limit work.
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Moms Left to Fend Alone in Maternity Wards, Despite Cuomo Order
Advocates demand clarity after hospitals refuse to let birthing partners be present for early labor and during
postpartum recovery amid virus crisis.

S U P R E M E  C O U RT  A P R .  2 2 ,  2 0 2 0
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DACA Recipients Brace for a World Without Legal Status
Undocumented New Yorkers brought to the U.S. as children prepare as SCOTUS determines the fate of “Dreamers” in
times made more uncertain by COVID.
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City Council Bids to Save Nixed NYC Summer Youth Jobs Program
CHALKBE AT

With 75,000 left in the lurch, Speaker Corey Johnson floats some ideas — including hiring teens at food pantries and
even as “disease detectives.”
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How Homeless With ‘Mild’ COVID Symptoms Died on City’s Watch
At least four in the homeless system unexpectedly succumbed to the virus this month after being isolated in shelters
or hotels, THE CITY has learned.
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He Was on a Ventilator for 10 Days and Beat the Odds. His Sister Did Not
Bradley Hunt spent his 52nd birthday fighting for his life at North Central Bronx Hospital. Now, he’s on the mend at
home, with a long recovery ahead.
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Staten Island Immigrants Pivot to Mask-Making After Job Loss
Two undocumented women started with a sewing machine and an idea. Now they’re creating hundreds of masks —
including free ones for frontline workers.
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